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Welcome to everyone, thank you for joining us today. Although I am no expert on GDPR I have had a 
lot of discussions on the topic and I am indebted to all of the groups and individuals that I have 
worked with in putting this presentation together. Particular thanks go to the Open Access Scotland 
Working Group, the Pure SLWG on GDPR, Jisc and our DPO here at Aberdeen 
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GDPR introduces some New and Expanded Rights which are: 
1) the right to be informed 
2) The right of access 
3) The right to rectification 
4) The right to erasure 
5) The right to restrict processing 
6) The right to data portability 
7) The right to object 
8) Rights in relation to automated decision making and profiling 
 
These rights affect: 
Personal Data and Special Categories  

• Personal (name, ID number, Location Data (IP address, cookies), online identifiers, pseudo-
anonymised data, physical and physiological factors, genetic, mental, economic, cultural, 
social identity)  

• Special Categories (racial/ethnic origin, political opinions, religious/philosophical beliefs, 
trade union, genetic and biometric data, health, sex life, sexual orientation). Processing of 
Special category data requires additional conditions to be satisfied under GDPR. 

 
Those responsible for processing this personal and special category data are Data Controllers and 
Data Processors. The data controller determines the purpose of data processing; the data processor 
processes on behalf of the controller, eg HEI and a Cloud hosting company or a CRIS provider. N.B. 
Employees of a data controller are not data processors even though they process data, employees 
are bound by the same responsibilities as the data controller.  
 
Processing is a very broad term and covers just about anything that is done with personal data 
(including collecting, storing, or deleting data); all personal data that you hold on the 25th of May will 
become subject to the GDPR. 
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GDPR talks about Informed consent: 
Consent must be informed, demonstrable and unambiguous - opt out boxes are no longer an option 
and you may have to provide multiple information formats to meet the needs of the data subjects 
e.g. children, those with impaired vision or those with reduced learning capacity.   
 
N.B. Consent is just one of six processing options; the other five are: 

• Contract 



• Legal obligations 

• Vital interest/medical emergency 

• Public task 

• Legitimate interests.    
 
(We will cover some of these processing options later on) 
 
Privacy notices & impact assessments: 

• Privacy notices need to be presented whenever data is collected and should be 
understandable and accessible. Privacy notices must explain the type and sources of data 
that will be processed. They will also set out the processing purpose, data retention 
schedules and data sharing. Privacy notices must include details of the subject’s rights and 
who the subject can complain to.  

• Impact assessments help organisations to identify the risks of collecting and processing 
data. Data Protection Impact Assessments (DPIA’s) must be carried out for specific tasks and 
actions e.g. processing special category data, extensive profiling or automated decision 
making, and several other listed tasks. DPIA’s are a must for any processing which is likely to 
result in high risk to individuals interests but it is also encouraged in any other major project 
where personal data is processed. The ICO checklists are a very useful resource for impact 
assessments.  Light touch impact assessments can also help organisations and researchers 
identify if they are asking for unnecessary data, identifying the nature and scope of the 
processing and checking that processing is necessary and proportionate. 

 
Data Protection by Design and Default: It is important to create or amend systems and processes to 
look at protecting data from the start and throughout its lifecycle. New systems and new technology 
must achieve this straightaway and areas such as procurement and project management will have to 
build it into their methods and processes. Research systems will also have to make adjustments for 
capture, storage, retention and security of data. 
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Research derogations and exemptions: Under article 23, the GDPR allows member states to 
introduce exemptions around national security and legal matters, the GDPR also allows member 
states to introduce exemptions in relation to “freedom of expression and freedom of information”, 
“processing of employee data” and “processing for archiving purposes and for scientific or historical 
research and statistical purposes” and several other exemptions. There are 37 articles in the GDPR 
that refer to derogations and exemptions. UK specific exemptions will be detailed in the new Data 
Protection Bill, which is currently under parliamentary scrutiny. 
 
Data sharing & Data security: contracts with 3rd parties will now have to spell out the controller and 
processor commitments and organisations should strive to work with GDPR compliant processors or 
those with appropriate jurisdiction.  Systems and databases will have to take a number of security 
steps, including, encryption, unique log in details, audit trails and secure deletion or destruction of 
data out with the retention period. 
 
Data Breaches:  The ICO must be notified of any data breaches within 72 hours and the institutions 
DPO must be notified immediately. You will also have to notify any affected data subjects, if the 
breach will cause significant risk to their individual rights. The GDPR introduces fines for data 
breaches, 2% of global turnover or 10M Euros (breach of organisation obligations) and 4% of global 
turnover or 20M Euros (infringements of privacy rights). 
 



That’s the fast version of GDPR, now let’s look at some of the issues it raises for research and 
research systems 
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GDPR in the Research Lifecycle - Pre Award  
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Many researchers will be concerned about compliance with GDPR, and getting consent while others 
will be of the impression that all research is exempt from GDPR. We need to inform and educate 
researchers to get the balance right, and get it right from the start of the research process! 
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Ethical Approval - Some HEI’s aim to build GDPR into the processes that they use for research ethics 
and research integrity, (e.g. ethical approval) while others worry that this dilutes the ethics process 
and makes it more difficult for approval panels to make the right decisions. Whatever approach is 
taken it will be important to think about a number of factors, including GDPR, when drawing up a 
research application, and it will also be important not to miss unfunded research as it may not be 
covered by the same external guidelines or processes.  
 
It is important to remember that research often generates a lot of reasons to gather consent from 
participants (eg ethical approval or common law), while this type of consent should also be 
unambiguous and transparent, is not the same as the lawful basis for processing. 
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Impact Assessments or Data Protection Impact Assessments (DPIA) are not always necessary but 
they are a handy light touch checklist to use at the beginning of a research project. We don’t always 
capture the best or most necessary information, and can get into habits of capturing data that we 
just don’t need; the steps of an impact assessment can help improve data capture. 
1) Describe the nature, scope, context and purposes of the processing 
2) Assess necessity, proportionality and compliance measures (or exemptions)  
3) Identify and assess risks to individuals 
4) Identify any additional measures to mitigate those risks 
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Privacy notices: When collecting data, it is important that researchers and organisations explain to 
people what they can expect will happen to their data. Although privacy notices may overlap with 
participant information sheets, consent notices, etc, privacy notices do have a number of mandatory 
elements that might not be met by other information supplied to research participants. 
 
Privacy notices need to be: 

1) Concise, transparent, intelligible and easily accessible 
2) Written in clear and plain language, particularly if addressed to a child 
3) Free of charge 

 
Researchers and HEI’s will need to consider how best to circulate privacy notices; different forms 
and styles of data capture may affect how a privacy notice is distributed. This could be online, paper 
based or verbal?  
 
When writing a privacy notice it may be worth considering the who, what, why and How 
questions:  What information is being collected? Who is collecting it?  How is it collected? Why is it 
being collected? How will it be used? Who will it be shared with? What will be the effect of this on 



the individuals concerned? AND Is the intended use likely to cause individuals to object or 
complain? Getting the privacy notice right could reduce the number of queries from individuals and 
boost participation in the research.  
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Processing Options 
As mentioned earlier there are six processing options which form the legal basis for research. 
Informed consent is not the only processing option, but it is the one that causes the most confusion 
 

• Consent: Processing with consent gives individuals choice and control. If your legal basis for 
processing is based on consent, then you will need to be able to demonstrate that your take 
choice seriously, including allowing withdrawal of consent at any time. You will also have to 
get consent for each separate activity that you want to collect data for and keep evidence of 
that consent. You will have to show that consent is freely given, positively opted-in and that 
participants have not been forced to agree to processing in order to receive a particular 
service. 
 
Consent as a lawful basis for processing under GDPR is not the same as consent sought for 
ethical approval or common law duty for research. Consent is unlikely to be the legal basis 
for university research, but may be used by institutions for marketing or fundraising.  

 

• Contract, if you need to process someone’s personal data: to fulfil contractual obligations; or 
to carry out preparations before entering into a contract (eg providing quotes, drawing up 
employment contracts or processing salaries).   

 

• Legal obligations, comply with a common law or statutory obligation, but not contractual 
obligations. Identifying the specific legal provision or an appropriate source of advice or 
guidance that clearly sets out the obligation. (eg finance department passing on tax 
information) 

 

• Vital interest/medical emergency, if you need to process the personal data to protect 
someone’s life, but not if they are in a position to consent. 

 

• Public task, process personal data: ‘in the exercise of official authority’. E.g. carrying out 
public functions and powers that are set out in law; or performing specific tasks in the public 
interest as set out in law. There doesn’t have to be a specific statutory power for processing, 
but the underlying task, function or power must have a clear basis in law. Public task is 
expected to be the legal basis for most university research, but not all activities.  

 

• Legitimate interests. Using legitimate interests, means taking on extra responsibility for 
considering and protecting people’s rights and interests. You need to: identify a legitimate 
interest; show that the processing is necessary to achieve it; and balance it against the 
individual’s interests, rights and freedoms. People’s data can only be used in ways they 
would reasonably expect and with minimal privacy impact, or where there is a compelling 
justification for the processing. As there is sometimes a cross over between public task and 
legitimate interest Researchers may want to apply the balance test to both of these 
processing options. 

 
In all cases the processing must be necessary, and you need to document the reason for choosing 
the processing condition.    
 



It is also worth noting that Special Category data has additional conditions that need to be met; In 
order to process special category data lawfully, a lawful basis under Article 6 and a separate 
condition for processing under Article 9 must both be identified, but they don’t have to be linked.  
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Exemptions Through GDPR and the Data Protection Bill the UK government aims to provide 
exemptions, derogations, conditions or rules in relation to specific processing activities. For 
academics and researchers the most likely exemptions will be (article 85) freedom of expression and 
freedom of information (publications); and (article 89) processing for archiving purposes and for 
scientific or historical research and statistical purposes (research activity).  Exemptions in the Data 
Protection Bill are still under scrutiny in Parliament so there may be some changes once it reaches 
the reporting and assent stages of the Bill. 
Exemptions do not waive the need for all individuals’ rights and freedoms. Under exemptions for 
research, researchers and research organisations won’t have to comply with the right to access, 
rectification, restricting further processing and objecting to processing if it will seriously impede the 
research and as long as there is proof of appropriate safeguards to keep the data secure.  The data 
subject will still have the right to be informed and to be forgotten.  
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Data protection by design Many funders ask for a Data Management Plan (DMP), even if you are not 
funded, or your funder doesn’t need one, a DMP is a good way to think about GDPR and data 
protection by design. Thinking about Data protection by design and creating a DMP should let you 
outline you plans for data capture, re-use of existing data, data security, and retention policies. 
Funders may also have specific guidelines and mandates which expect a certain level of Open data 
and retention and this can be captured and retained for reference in the DMP.  
 
Key points to think about in the research design or pre-award stages.  

1) What data do you need to collect? 
2) Does it infringe on any personal rights? 
3) What would happen if the data was leaked? 
4) What processing option will you use and will an exemption apply to your research? 
5) How do you plan to store, access and work with, the data you collect? 
6) Will there be any 3rd party involvement in processing the data?  
7) Can you fully anonymise the data and still achieve the same results? 
8) What will you do with the data once you have finished with it? 

 
So that’s a few of the issues to consider for GDPR during the design phase of a research project, let’s 
consider some of the issues for active research. 
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GDPR in The Research Lifecycle – Active research or Post Award  
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Compliance is still on the agenda for a researcher (or HEI) once funding is in place or once a research 
project has begun. Researchers who are processing on the basis of public task/legitimate interest 
may be concerned about working with 3rd parties, keeping data secure, or how best to manage store 
and delete large datasets. 
 
In a small number of cases where consent is the legal basis for processing then researchers may 
worry about participants withdrawing from research studies, or having to update consent forms if 
the research project moves in an unanticipated direction.   There will also be concerns about data 



that is held from previous studies, reuse of existing data and secure deletion of personal data.  
Researchers involved in active research may also need to review their legal basis to make sure it is 
still appropriate. 
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Data Management & Storage No matter how prepared you have been in the development and 
design stage there will still be legitimate concerns about data management and storage, where will 
your data be stored, accessed and processed from. Is it held on a USB stick, a central PC, University 
data storage or in vast boxes of paper forms? and how accessible are each of these storage and 
management options?  
A DMP will act as a reminder through a project but sometimes plans change, new data needs to be 
collected or data from previous projects becomes available. Researchers may have to verify the 
processing conditions, respond to data subject requests or (in a small number of cases) update 
consent. To keep on top of the GDPR requirements researchers will have to refer to original records 
and keep track of changes throughout the project. Good record management will be just as 
important as good data management. 
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Data security Do you rely on the institutional IT team to provide all of your data security and do you 
follow all the security practices? Even basic practices like locking computers or doors when leaving 
the office, using encrypted email/USB sticks to transfer data, changing passwords, or deleting old 
emails can help to keep data secure.  IT Departments, research managers and software 
administrators are all working to meet data security requirements for servers, systems and storage 
but everyone needs to be security conscious. 
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Data sharing How will other researchers or the public access your research data, is your data 
particularly sensitive, does it require an application and approval process (eg NHS data), will the data 
be fully anonymous and Open Access. Anonymous data is not subject to GDPR but pseudo-
anonymised data is.  
 
Perhaps there is a need to share data with another organisation, for a research spin-out or for 
specific work on the research. When sharing data with other organisations both data controllers and 
processors must be able to account for what kind of data is being processed, the purpose of the 
processing and where the data is being sent. Data processing agreements or contracts with data 
processors may need to be updated. N.B. Data may only transfer to other GDPR compliant 
organisations, or those within ‘adequate’ jurisdictions. 
 
It will be essential when thinking about further use of data collected in research to check privacy 
notices (and other documentation given at collection) and ensure that we’re not straying beyond the 
arrangements outlined at the point of collection. If the arrangements are not documented there, it 
will be important to update participants, unless that effort is disproportionate.  
 
As most research data is used as part of a publication there may also be consideration given to 
publications which contain personal data or identify an individual, in these instance research 
publications will be given similar status to journalism but researchers may need to seek further legal 
guidance on the relevant public interest. 
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Downloads & tracking – HEI’s and researchers have an interest in how research data is shared and 
reused and there are a number of metric tools available that allow us track downloads and use of 



research data sets. Cookies are an obvious way of tracking who has accessed a data set or a website, 
however cookies are also considered personal information so tracking with cookies must be notified 
to the data subject and they must agree to information such as IP address being collected. 
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Data Breaches- If there is a data breach, would it be noticed or recognised as a breach? Data 
breaches can include - unauthorised access by a third party; deliberate or accidental action/inaction 
by a controller/processor; sending personal data to the wrong person; devices containing personal 
data being lost or stolen;  alteration of personal data without permission; and loss of availability of 
personal data. 
 
Once a breach is recognised how will researchers respond? and does the breach even need to be 
reported? (What is the likelihood and severity of the resulting risk to people’s rights and freedoms) 
do researchers know who the DPO is and who the main contacts are? Will they be able to respond 
within 72 hours? If necessary can they make contact with all the affected data subjects? 
 
These are just some of the considerations for a research project, now let’s look at GDPR for research 
offices, systems and repositories. 
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GDPR, Systems & Repositories  
Open - Funder mandates and guidelines for open access and open data, and the Research Excellence 
Framework (REF) have changed the open research landscape over the past few years, so open and 
anonymous data are more available. This is of benefit to CRIS systems and repositories as fully 
anonymised data is not subject to GDPR.  
 
Fully anonymised data means that individuals cannot be identified or singled out in the dataset, N.B 
very small data sets may not be fully anonymous if there are other factors that could be used to pick 
out an individual even if personal data has been removed. Deposits of fully anonymised data should 
be encouraged over pseudo-anonymised data. 
 
Good communication, is important for repository managers and administrators; Researchers rely on 
the expertise of professional staff to guide them through the differences between funder mandates, 
open access policies, or other research governance issues. Research and library teams are at the 
heart of communications for Data protection, GDPR, and other research related activities, so 
maintaining good communication and using existing communication channels will help researchers 
have confidence in the information being shared around GDPR. 
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Curated –CRIS Systems and Publication or Data Repositories usually sit in Research services or 
Libraries, where monitoring, curation and data management are part of good practice. Good data 
management encourages managers and administrators to review, update and delete data where 
appropriate. As well as good data practices, there are a lot of things to think about to manage CRIS 
systems & repositories. Some common concerns around GDPR include:  

A. Test systems and relevant data for testing 
B. Data portability and how much data should be portable 
C. Enquiries for research data, embargoed items, or personal data  
D. Data processing/reporting, processing data appropriately and keeping information secure 
E. User roles/access and additional training requirements 

 



Remember that “‘processing’ means any operation or set of operations which is performed on 
personal data or on sets of personal data, whether or not by automated means, such as collection, 
recording, organisation, structuring, storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval, consultation, use, 
disclosure by transmission, dissemination or otherwise making available, alignment or combination, 
restriction, erasure or destruction;” GDPR definitions Art.4(2) 
 
Subject access requests, under the GDPR, people have the right to request access to their personal 
data and confirmation that their data is being processed, they also have the right to additional 
information. 
A. Purposes of processing 
B. Categories of personal data 
C. Who the data is shared with including third countries or international organisations (and the 

safeguards in place in those countries or organisations) 
D. Retention periods  
E. The existence of the right to rectification or erasure or restriction or objecting to processing 
F. Right to lodge a complaint 
G. Source of data if not directly gathered from the data subject 
H. Any automated decision-making, including profiling 

 
This information must be provided free of charge, in a relevant format, and within one month of 
receipt of the request, a fee may be charged for repeated or excessive requests. 
N.B. “The right to obtain a copy [of processed personal data] shall not adversely affect the rights and 
freedoms of others” GDPR official journal of the European union 
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Controlled -  The GDPR places specific legal obligations on data processors (e.g. maintaining records 
of personal data and processing activities) and legal liability if the processor is responsible for a 
breach. Data controllers have further obligations under GDPR to ensure contracts with processors 
comply with the GDPR.  Understanding the roles and responsibilities of data controllers and data 
processors is important, HEI’s may need to update data processing agreements and contracts held 
between themselves and data processors. They will also have to have good records of all the 3rd 
parties that data is shared with in case of subject access requests.  
 
A data controller also has a mandatory obligation to maintain a record of processing activities. 
Although this is likely to be co-ordinated by the DPO at an institutional level, it will rely on Data 
Management Plans, research ethics approvals or other research registers at a detailed level. It’s 
important to recognise where research governance documentation fulfils a statutory purpose and 
support good record keeping. 
 
The GDPR requires Data Protection Officers to be appointed in public authorities and any 
organisations who carry out large scale, regular and systematic monitoring of individuals, or large-
scale processing of special categories of data. A DPO is an independent expert in data protection 
who provides risk-based advice to the organisation, and reports to the highest management level. 
DPOs assist in monitoring internal compliance, inform and advise on data protection obligations, 
provide advice on Impact Assessments, they are also the contact point for data subjects and the 
supervisory authority.   
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Secure -  encryption, security, data breaches – Encryption requirements will differ amongst 
institutions and even between internally and externally hosted systems. Some will be encrypted by 



the provider (data processor) through externally hosted servers, while others will have to be 
encrypted locally by the HEI. 
 
Making sure that data in your research system and repository is secure, is a key concern for all 
research & repository managers if there is a data breach it is important to notify the relevant bodies 
and data subjects if there is a high risk of affecting individuals rights and freedoms.  
 
Checklists for data breaches will help HEI’s prepare and respond to data breaches. When reporting a 
breach, the GDPR says you must provide:  

1) A description of the nature of the personal data breach including, where possible: 
a) the categories and approximate number of individuals concerned 
b) the categories and approximate number of personal data records concerned 

2) The name and contact details of the data protection officer (if your organisation has one) or 
other contact point where more information can be obtained 

3) A description of the likely consequences of the personal data breach 
4) A description of the measures taken, or proposed to be taken, to deal with the personal data 

breach, including, where appropriate, the measures taken to mitigate any possible adverse 
effects 
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GDPR for Everyone 
Learn (Education & Communication) Learn as much as you can about GDPR and read widely on the 
subject. There are some confusing messages out there but stick to trusted sources and you should 
have a great library to read through. Build you information sources with your DPO so you can refer 
to the right resources when there are queries or questions. Work with your DPO and communicate 
to researchers and staff about the new requirements, make GDPR details available on webpages. 
Outline the pro’s and con’s of each processing option, including why consent is necessary, but not 
the best lawful basis for research. 
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Check (GDPR and compliance checklists) assess how ready you are for GDPR and if you are doing 
everything you need to comply with GDPR. Most institutions have been following the UK Data 
Protection Act since it was introduced, so they will already comply with GDPR in a number of areas.   
 
The ICO has some handy checklists, in most sections, which are a great starting point for 
conversations about all the things you might encounter in GDPR. They also have specific checklists 
for data controllers and data processors, with information to provide background and context at 
each check point. 
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Discover - Networking; attending webinars, conferences and network groups is a great way to gain 
knowledge and find out more details, you can also join existing groups & read materials and blog 
posts provided by Jisc and other partners, discussions may open up issues which you had not yet 
considered or help find answers to outstanding issues. Your DPO is a valuable resource, but they 
may not specialise in research, so it is useful to have access to a community who is working through 
the same issues and has the same focus. 
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Share: (best practice, experience, and case studies) CRIS systems have to have certain amounts of 
personal data for REF and other statutory requirements and lots of institutions are also working 
through questions about what information is needed in their live and test systems. Recent 



discussions in Aberdeen have been around gender information, retention periods, email addresses, 
different data requirements for staff and students, and people and publication visibility defaults. We 
removed date of birth from our system a few years ago, but we still have other personal data fields 
that we may not need, we also replaced all emails in our test systems to dummy email addresses, 
although we did that because of business process rather than GDPR, it has certainly helped our 
GDPR compliance.  
If you have particular case studies or experiences we would love to hear about them. 
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NEXT STEPS 

• Prepare and review your GDPR compliance, including using available checklists 
• Update contracts & processing agreements with 3rd party providers 
• Review data held in systems, correct errors, and delete (or stop synchronising) data that is 

not required 
• Update and document data retention policies (different data may require different retention 

periods) 
• Review data security procedures, update user training, and check database encryption  
• Review datasets currently held and encourage the deposit of fully anonymised datasets 

(rather than pseudo-anonymised) where possible 


